Murderers. Watch out for traffic, be a shame if one of you got clipped.

No taser, no pepper spray, no baton??! This is clearly murder by a tyrant paid by taxpayers money....but don't worry as per usual they will investigate themselves and clear themselves of any wrongdoing. Then we'll get to hear about how bad this guy was and what not all to try to make the deputy look innocent.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!!

EYE FOR AN EYE is the only way to end these tyrannical pigs!!!
San Leandro Police Department's Post

You scumbag lying sack of shit. Who the fuck are you to "dispel" what we all watched on video. I hope someone puts a bullet in your head pig

3h Like Reply

I hope somebody has bullet for this prick? This man is the reason there are murders in his ranks. He makes up a story knowing there is video and keeps a straight face the whole time he spews his lies protecting his piglets

3h Like Reply
you deserve to be chained up and dragged in front of a tax paid live firing squad and executed for the better of this entire world! Just like these scum did to someone they executed then shot AFTER HE DROPPED THE BAT

3h Like Reply

Grow up kid.

Replying to

So you bring 2 guns to a SAT fight, you shoot him once he drops the bat and instead of arresting him you say f*ck it he's just killing. So I tell you what. Why don't we just make video out of your wives. Trust me they don't need your $40,000 a year anyway. - @swhite8900

Kill a cop save a life
Notifications

All
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Replying to [redacted] and @SanLeandroPD.
Kill a cop save a life!

1h

Replying to @SanLeandroPD @judorslpd the official report claims the victim was shot only once in the chest and not in the head or back.

1k · 3h

Replying to @SanLeandroPD @judorslpd.
For anyone wondering this is the video of it happening, you can hear a pop from the first gunshot and see the trail of blood as he backs up, one more pop after he drops the bat and a final pop after he is on the ground and not moving.

San Leandro Police Department's Post

I'm happy to be a Leandro Police Department.

[User] said:
fuck yall. hope u get the rona!

2h Like Reply

Those two officers need to be fired. They took a person's life without using less lethal, non-lethal weapons. One day that will come back to haunt them.

2h Like Reply
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[User] mentioned you in a comment:
I hope all these offers die on the street in the line of duty I HOPE THEY FUKIN FAMILY DIE I HOPE THEY KIDS DIE I HOPE EVERY FUKED UP OFFICER DIE ON THEY FORCE @sanleandropd I HOPE ALL YOU DIE 8m
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